Welcome to the new era of connected construction

Autodesk Construction Cloud™ combines next-gen technology, a robust network of professionals and firms and powerful insights to help your business thrive.

**DESIGN**
- Design Authoring
- Design Collaboration

**PLAN**
- BIM Coordination
- Quantity Take Off
- Bidding
- Qualification
- 3D Coordination

**BUILD**
- Project Management
- Field Collaboration
- Quality & Safety
- Cost Control
- Commissioning

**OPERATE**
- Facilities Maintenance
- Asset Lifecycle

---

**Data:** Models | Drawing | Images | Specifications | RFIs | Cost | Assets | As-buils

**Predictive Analytics & Risk Management:** Predictive Analytics | Benchmark Reports | Mitigation Strategies

**Builder’s Network:** The industry’s largest network of owners, designers, builders and trades.

---

**DESIGNERS**
Effectively collaborate with the entire project team and pinpoint specific changes as the model gets updated to speed up project delivery and reduce RFIs.

**BUILDERS**
Choose the right project partners from the start and accurately plan the project scope to bid better, stay on budget and on schedule, and deliver quality results.

**OWNERS**
Take advantage of actionable insights to make data-driven decisions to protect against miscommunication, change orders and schedule delays.
Assemble
Condition, query and connect BIM data to key workflows including design reviews, takeoffs, estimating and schedule management.

62,000 models uploaded in the last year

BIM 360
Connect project teams and data to help reduce risk, improve quality, and deliver projects on time and budget.

97,000 projects active in the past year

BuildingConnected
Send invitations to bid, qualify vendors, and track opportunities to choose the right builder for the right job.

48.5 Million bid invitations sent out

PlanGrid
Simple, powerful construction software that empowers teams to collaborate efficiently and access the record set from any device.

31 Million sheets uploaded in the past year

United States: +1-866-475-3802
United Kingdom: +44 808 1892 253
Australia: +61 1800 314 435

For more information, please visit us at: www.autodesk.com/construction

“Autodesk Construction Cloud™ brings together advanced technology. This is the next evolution, the connected tissue that brings it all together so the construction lifecycle is no longer disjointed.”

Jenny Moshea
Director of Technology, Sellen Construction